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A Hilbert bundle (p, B, X) is a type of fibre space p: B + X such that each 
fibre p-r(x) is a Hilbert space. However, p-‘(x) may vary in dimension as x 
varies in X, even when X is connected. We give two “homotopy” type classifica- 
tion theorems for Hilbert bundles having primarily finite dimensional fibres. 
An (m, n)-bundle over the pair (X, A) is a Hilbert bundle over (p, B, X) such 
that the dimension of p-‘(x) is m for x in A and II otherwise. As a special case, 
we show that if X is a compact metric space, C+X the upper cone of the sus- 
pension SX, then the isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over (SX, C+X) 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the members of [X, V,,,(Q)] where 
V,(Q) is the Stiefel manifold. The results are all applicable to the classification 
of separable, continuous trace C*-algebras, with specific results given to 
illustrate. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a classification theory 
for Hilbert bundles using classical homotopy invariants, which 
generalizes the results of [9] and [lo] and also to obtain a generalization 
of one of the main theorems of [9] for classifying second-order 
Hilbert bundles [9, Theorem 7.21. 
Our method is to obtain a classification for Hilbert bundles of 
order n in terms, of Hilbert bundles of order n - 1 and first-order 
Hilbert bundles, thus opening the way for induction on the order. 
In particular, we obtain a type of homotopy classification for second- 
order Hilbert bundles over finite-dimensional or compact spaces. 
We will also show how under certain dimensional restrictions, the 
classification of finite-order Hilbert bundles reduces simply to the 
classification of first-order Hilbert bundles (i.e., ordinary complex 
vector bundles). 
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In Section 1 we define a Banach bundle of linear maps in a natural way 
so that bundle maps can be represented as continuous cross sections. 
In Section 2 we give the generalization of [9, Theorem 7.21 for 
the classification of second-order Hilbert ‘bundles which are sub- 
bundles of a given first-order Hilbert bundle. 
In Section 3 we develop a classification method for classifying 
a large class of Hilbert bundles over the metric space X whose 
restrictions to a given closed subset A and to X\A are prescribed 
ahead of time. 
In Section 4 we give several applications. 
Hilbert bundles and Banach bundles arise naturally in the repre- 
sentation theory of C*-algebras and locally compact groups. From 
[7], any results on the classification of Hilbert bundles apply 
naturally to the classification of C*-bundles and separable, con- 
tinuous trace C*-algebras. More generally, the results of Dauns 
and Hofmann [4] show that any C*-algebra can be represented as the 
algebra of continuous sections of a uniform field of C*-algebras, 
and the class of C*-bundles constitutes a significantly large class 
of the uniform fields of C*-algebras arising in the representation 
theory of C*-algebras. 
By a bundle or j&e space we mean simply a triple 5 = ( p, B, X) 
where p: B --+ X is a continuous map, whereas we use the term 
jibre bundle in the sense of [18]. If 5 is a fibre space over X, say 
5 = ( p, B, X), then we denote by t(x) = p-‘(x), the fibre of e 
over x E X. As usual, r(f) denotes the set of continuous cross sections 
of the bundle 5. In fact, we will use primarily the notation of [9], 
except we use ) A to denote restriction to A _C X. 
If f = (p,B,X) is any fibre space, A C X, then [A, 61 denotes 
the set of homotopy classes of continuous cross sections of .$ 1 A, 
where a homotopy here must be a cross section at each stage. If 
s E r(5 I A), th en [s] denotes the homotopy class of s in [A, 51. 
If Y is a set, t ~1 = [0, 11, then pl: Y -+ Y x I is defined by 
pI( y) = ( y, t), y E Y. It is easy to see that for s, , s1 E r(c) we have 
[so] = [sJ if and only if there is h E r([ x I) with p,,*(h) = s0 and 
k*(h) = Sl. 
A Banach bundle [1 1] is a bundle .$ = (p, B, X) where p is a 
continuous open surjection with each fibre p-‘(x), x E X, the under- 
lying set of a Banach space, and such that 
(1) the maps B @ B + B, @ x B --+ B, B--t R given by 
addition, scalar multiplication, and norm, respectively, in each 
fibre, are continuous, and 
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(2) if (b,) is a net in B with p(b,) -+ x E X and [j b, 11 + 0, 
then b, -+ O(x), the zero in p-‘(x). Here, B @ B = (p x p)-l(d,), 
where dr is the diagonal in X x X. 
For the elementary definitions and properties of Banach bundles 
[9, Sect. 11, Hilbert bundles [9, Sect. 21, and C*-bundles [lo, 
Sect. 21, we refer the reader to [7, g-111. We denote by [[I the iso- 
morphism class of the Banach bundle .$ over X. If E and F are Banach 
spaces, then L(E, F) denotes the Banach space of bounded linear 
maps E --t F with the usual operator norm. 
If 5 = (A&X) is a Banach bundle and 4 is any subbundle 
of ,$ such that for each x E X, c(x) is a Banach subspace of t(x), 
then 5 obviously satisfies all the axioms in the definition of a Banach 
bundle except for having an open projection. The following procedure 
should enable the reader to construct numerous examples of Banach 
bundles with varying fibres. Let [ be a Banach bundle over X, 
let V be a totally-ordered set and for each 01 E V let 5, be a Banach 
subbundle of 5 over X, say 5, = (p, , B, , X) and 5 = (p, B, X). 
Assume that if cy, /3 E V and 01 < /? then f, C Es . Let (X&v be a 
partition of X and suppose that for each 01 E V, A, = us<= X, is a 
closed subset of X. Let 5 be the subbundle of .$ whose total space is 
E = (Ja p;‘(XJ C B. If V is open in B and x ~p( V n E), then 
x E X, for some (Y E 0. But then x EP,[V n p;‘(X\A,)] Cp( V n E) 
and P@’ n p%WJI is open in X. Consequently the projection 
of 5 is an open map and 5 is indeed a Banach subbundle of 8. More- 
over, if X is completely regular and for each 01 E V, 5, is full [9, p. 2481, 
then 5 is easily seen to be full. For instance, if X is not completely 
regular, then the preceding construction allows us to construct 
many examples of Banach bundles over X which are not full. 
1. THE BUNDLE OF MAPS 
Let E = (p, B, X) and 5 = (p, B’, X) be Banach bundles over X, 
A C X. We denote by Hom,(.$, 5) the vector space of Banach bundle 
maps 5 j A --t 5 / A over A. Set 
L,(& B’) = (J w3x), 5w : a! E 4 
and define /A~ L,(B, B’) -+ A so that far each x E A, J’;;‘(x) = 
L(Qx), c(x)). If + E Hom,(t, 0, then there is $: A -L,(B, B’) 
defined by 6(x) = 4 I 5(x), x E A. We would like to put a topology 
on L,(B, B’) so that e,: L,(B, B’) -+ X is a Banach bundle projection 
and so that for q3 E Homx(E, [), r$: X -+ L,(B, B’) is continuous. 
580/22/3-S 
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In order to do this, we first assume that f is locally trivial with finite- 
dimensional fibre F. Let S be the unit sphere of F, so S is compact. 
Choose U open in X so that [ / U is trivial. We can thus assume 
f 1 U is the product bundle over U with fibre F. If $ E Homr,(.$, <), 
then& U x F-t B' and for each x E U, 11 &x)/l = sup{II 4(x, e)ll: e E S>. 
Thus the compactness of S and the continuity of 4 guarantee the 
continuity of the function x -+ (1 $(x)11 on U. Now, assume in addition 
that 5 is locally full [9, p. 2481, and that U was chosen so that 5 I U 
is full. For x0 E U and T EL(&xJ, <(x0)) we can construct 
4 E Hom,(t, 5) with +(x0) = T as follows. Let e, ,..., e, be a basis 
for F. Let vi = T(x o , e,), 1 < i < rz, so vi E [(x,,). Choose s1 ,..., s, 
continuous cross-sections of 5 / U so that si(xO) = vi, 1 < i < 71. 
Define $: U x F --f B' by the formula 
NY, v> = i ei*(v> si(Yh (Y, q E u x F, 
i=l 
where e,*,..., e,* is the dual basis to e, ,..., e, (so that e,*(ej) = &, 
1 < i, j < n). Then + E Homu(S, [) and $(x0) = T. Thus by [II, 
Proposition 1.61, there is a unique topology on Lu(B, B') such that 
is a Banach bundle and 4 E r(L,([, c)) for each 4 E Homu([, 5). Now, 
the local tubes around cross sections 4, for 4 E Hom,(e, <) form a 
basis for the topology of L&B, B'). Since 6 is locally trivial and 5 
is locally full, the tubes around cross sections $ for 4 E Hom,(e, 5) 
and V open in X form a basis for a topology on L,(B, B') so that 
(8x , L(B, B’), X) = J% 5) is a bundle. Then for U open in X, 
,!,(t, c) j U = L,(f, 0. Thus L(f, 5) is itself a Banach bundle, because 
all the relevant conditions in the definition of a Banach bundle 
need only be checked locally. Then for each A C X and 4 E Hom,( f, [), 
4 E WE, 5) I A), and in fact this condition uniquely determines the 
Banach bundle structure of L(t, 5). Al so, the construction shows that 
if A C X with 8 / A trivial and 5 j A is full, then L([, 5) / A is also 
full. Consequently, L(5, 5) is locally full as 5 is locally trivial and 5 
is locally full. 
If s E &%(f, iJ>, then define 4: B + B' so that 4 I f(x) = s(x), 
x E X. We wish to show + is continuous. Because s is continuous, 
the function x + )I s(x)11 = )I 4 1 &x)11 is also continuous, hence 
locally bounded. We need only work locally, so chose U-open in X 
with 5 1 U trivial and 5 I U full. By [7, Proposition 51 we need only 
show that if t E r( g ] U), then #J 0 t is continuous so that + o t E r(< 1 U). 
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Let x0 E U, and choose # E HomU(& {) with $(x0) = s(x,,) = 4 1 5(x,,). 
Then I/ o t E r([ ] U), and (tj o t)(x,,) = (4 o t)(x,). Choose K positive 
with I] t(x,,)]] < K, and V open in U with x0 E V such that I] t(x)11 < K, 
x E V. If E > 0, then since 1,6(x,,) = $(x0), there is W open in V 
with x,, E w’ so that 1) 4(x) - s(x)\1 < E/K, x E W. Then for any 
XE W, II+ 0 t(x) - 4 0 t(x)11 < E. As # 0 t is continuous, by [7, 
Proposition l] or [ll, Corollary 1 to Proposition 1.41, 4 0 t is also 
continuous. This means # E Hom,([, [) with 6 = s. Thus the map 
Hom&, 5) -+ W(f, 0) sending 4 to $ is a vector space isomorphism. 
Moreover, it is a routine matter to check that if f: Y -+ X is a con- 
tinuous map, then there is a unique identification f *(L(&, 5)) = 
~4f*(shf*(u so that the diagram 




Homdf *(O f*(5)) - Wf *m f*(a) 
is commutative. In view of this, we will henceforth identify 4 = 4 
for 4 E Hom,([, [) so that 
Homd-5, 5) = WC5 5)). 
We define U(5, {) to be the subbundle of L(f, 5) consisting of the 
norm preserving linear maps. Thus the members of F( U(t, 5)) 
are isomorphisms onto Banach subbundles of 5. U([, 5) is merely 
a bundle, not a Banach bundle, however, if 5 is also locally trivial 
with finite dimensional fibre, then U(f, [) is in fact a fibre bundle. 
In general, we write 4: [ < 5 to mean 4 E r( U(.$, (;)). We write 
simply [ < 5 to mean .$ is isomorphic to a Banach subbundle of 5, 
so there is 4: f < 5. Set U(t) = U(f, 5). Since a locally full Banach 
bundle over a completely regular space is full, if X is completely 
regular, then [, 5, and L(<, [) are full. Because of this, we will assume 
henceforth, as in [9, lo], that all of our Banach bundles are full. By 
[8], every Banach bundle over a paracompact Hausdorff space is 
necessarily full. Consequently, in most of our results the assumption 
of fullness is actually redundant, as the base spaces are usually 
assumed to be metrizable. 
2. SECOND ORDER HILBERT BUNDLES 
If f is a Banach bundle, then the cardinality of the set of iso- 
morphism classes of fibres of E we call the order of 5. The classical 
theory of complex vector bundles over paracompact spaces is simply 
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a first-order Hilbert bundle theory for the case of finite-dimensional 
fibres. In this section we shall concern ourselves with second-order 
Hilbert bundles. 
We assume for the remainder of this section that X is a metric space 
with A a compact set lying in the edge [9, Dejinition 5.11 of X, and 
that m and n are integers, 0 < m < n. In [9, Theorem 5.2, Corollary 5.91 
we showed that if 5 is an (m, n)-bundle [9, Sect. 51 over (X, A), 
then [ is a Hilbert subbundle of an n-bundle 77 over X, the iso- 
morphism class of 71 being determined by that of 4. We denote by 
Z#‘,([q], A) the set of isomorphism classes of (m, n)-bundles over 
(X, A) which are Hilbert subbundles of 7. If cxn is the trivial n-bundle 
over X, then [9, Theorem 7.21 gives a homotopy classification for 
the members of L%nl([~X”], A). This last result we shall generalize 
in order to classify the members of B?,([T], A) for 71 an arbitrary 
n-bundle over X, which we fix now once and for all for the remainder 
of this section. If < is a Hilbert bundle, then C*(e) denotes the 
C*-bundle determined by 5 as in [lo, Sect. 21. In particular, because 
77 is an n-bundle, C*(q) = L(v, 7) and U(q) is a subbundle of C*(T). 
We denote by G,(q) the subbundle of rank m projections in C*(v). 
As 7 is an n-bundle, C*(q) is a fibre bundle with fibre t(F, P) 
and group PU(n) = U(n)/LP, where the action is induced by the 
inner automorphic action of U(n) on L(6?, P). Consequently, 
Gm(q) and U(q) are fibre bundles with fibres G,(P) and U(n), 
respectively. We have bundle maps C*(T) @ C*(q) -+ C*(T) and 
C*(7) --t C*(T) given by multiplication and *-operation respectively, 
and hence we have a bundle map U(7) @ G,(q) -+ G,(7) given 
by inner automorphic action of the unitaries on the projections 
in each fibre. This in turn gives an action of the group [A, U(7)] 
on [A, G,(q)]. Restriction of cross sections defines a group homo- 
morphism [X, U(7)] + [A, U(7)] whose image we denote by 
[X, U(7)] 1 A. As usual, 
denotes the orbit set determined by the action of the subgroup 
LX U(7)l IA on M G,(7)1, and for s E T(G,(7) 1 A), (s) denotes 
the orbit of [s]. If [ is the trivial product fibre space over X with 
fibre F, then identifying each cross section with its principal part 
gives [X, El = [X, Fl, and thus if C*(T) is trivial, then 
[A, %(dl/[X %)I I A = 14 Gn(@“Il/EX~ V41 I A (1) 
and of course C*(cxB) is trivial. 
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If s E r(G,(y) 1 A) C Hom”(q 1 A, 7 / A), then ~(7 1 A) is an m- 
subbundle of 7 1 A, and we define b(s) to be the (m, n)-subbundle 
of 71 defined by s(r] 1 A) as in [9, Definition 5.41, so b(s) is the unique 
Hilbert subbundle of 7 with b(s) 1 A = ~(7 j A) and b(s) ! X\A = 
rl I X\A- 
THEOREM 1. The map s -+ b(s) induces a well-dejined bijection 
M GMl/K FI>I I A ---L %n(hI, 4 (2) 
Proof. If s,, , s1 E r(G,(q) 1 A) with [s,,] = [si], then there is 
h E r(Gna(~ x 1) / A x I) with p,,*(h) = sO and PI*(h) = si . Then 
b(h) is an (m, n)-subbundle of r] x I over (X, A) x I and hence by 
[9, Proposition 3.41, b(s,) z b(s,). Suppose now we only assume 
(s,,) = (si). Then there is u E r(U(7)) = Aut(v) such that 
Ku I A)* so@ I 41 = Cd Th en u: 9 g q and u(b(s,‘)) = b(s,,), where 
s,,’ = (u 1 A)* sO(u j A). Thus b(s,,) s b(s,‘) g b(s,). It follows that 
defining b((s)) = [b(s)] g ives a well-defined map for (2) or the state- 
ment of the theorem. 
If lX1 E =@&d, 4 with [ _C 7, then ,$I A is an m-subbundle 
of 7 / A and is thus a direct summand of 7 1 A. Consequently, there 
is s E Hom,(v 1 A, 7 1 A) = r(C*(v) I A) such that for each x E A, 
s(x) is orthogonal projection of the fibre T(X) onto the fibre e(x). 
Thus s E r(G,(q) 1 A) and b(s) = 5, so b is therefore surjective. 
Suppose now that -so, s1 E r(Gm(~) / A) with b(s,) g b(s,). As 
b(s,) and b(s,) are isomorphic (m, n)-subbundles of 7 over (X, A), 
by [9, Theorem 5.81 there is an (m, n)-subbundle, [, of 17 x I over 
(X, A) x I and an automorphism u E .F( U(q)) such that p,,*(f) = b(s,) 
and ~*(pi*([)) = b(s,). As 6 1 A x I is an m-subbundle of (7 1 A) x I 
and a direct summand, there is h E F(G,(r, x I) j A x I) with 
h((q j A) x I) = [ 1 A x 1. But then, p,,*(h) = sO and p.,*(h) = 
(u I 4 du* I 4 so [Q,] = [(u 1 A) sl(u* j A)]. Hence (s,J = 
<(u 1 A) sl(u* / A)) = (sl) w IC s h’ h h ows b is injective and completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
As already pointed out, if C*(q) is trivial, then (2) simplifies 
because (1) holds. As C*(/ @ 7) = C*(r) for any complex line 
bundle Y! over X, it follows that C*(T) is trivial if there is a complex 
line bundle k’ such that G @ 77 is trivial (or equivalently if there is a 
complex line bundle G with 7 = L’ @ l XlZ = n/). In particular, for 
7 = l Xn, the theorem reduces simply to [9, Theorem 7.21. 
Another useful simplification of (2) results when [X, U(q)] / A 
acts trivially on [A, G,,(q)]. Th e next two propositions show that 
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if dim A < 2(n - m), then [A, U(T)] acts trivially, and hence the 
subgroup [X WIN I A must also act trivially. For the relevant 
dimension theory used here, we refer the reader to [I, 16, 171. By 
the dimension of a space, we mean the covering dimension of that 
space. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let Z be a metric space with Y a closed subset 
of 2 such that dim(Z\Y) < 2(n - m) + 1. Let X be an n-bundle over 2, 
p an m-bundle over 2, 4: /3 1 Y < X j Y. Then there is #: fl < X with 
*I y=+- 
Proof. 4 E WA 4 I Y) and since 4: p 1 Y < h 1 Y, it follows 
that 4 G I’(U(/?, X) 1 Y). Now, U(fl, h) is a fibre bundle with fibre 
U(V, Cm) which is naturally homeomorphic to the Stiefel manifold 
V,(F) g U(n)/U(n - m). Al so, 7r2( V,(P)) = 0, 1 < i < 2(n - m), 
by [18, 25.71. It follows from [15, Theorem 1.21 that there is 
Z,!J E r( U(& X)) with $ 1 Y = 4. But then # is an isomorphism onto 
a subbundle of X so 1+4: b < X. 
PROPOSITION 2. If h is an n-bundle over the metric space Y and if 
dim Y < 2(n - m) if s,, , s1 E I’(G,(X)) with s,(X) g s,(X), then 
[~cll = hl in [YY G?$)I * 
Proof. Let f be an m-bundle over Y with s,,(X) g 5 z s,(h), and 
choose c#J~: .$ g s,(X) and #i: c E s,(h). Then $,, and 4, together 
define+: 4 x (0, l> < X x (0, 11. Now, dim Y x I < 2(n - m) + 1, 
so by Proposition 1, there is 16: 5 x I < h x I extending 4. But 
then #(E x I) must be a direct summand of h x I so there is 
h E r(G,(X x I)) with h(X x I) = #([ x I). As PO*(h) = s0 and 
p,*(h) = si , it follows that [s,] = [sr]. 
We denote by gmn(X, A) the set of isomorphism classes of 
(m, n)-bundles over (X, A), and for any space Y, gk( Y) denotes 
the set of isomorphism classes of K-bundles over Y. 
COROLLARY. If dim A < 2(n - m), then restriction to A defines a 
bijection of S?‘,([q], A) onto am(A) and hence we have bijections 
[A, G,(7)]= %,4[71,A) =@',(A) 
a’,yx, A) s %(X) x %&9 
(3) 
Proof. Restriction gives a map W,( [q], A) --+ @,JA) which is 
surjective by Proposition 1 and injective by the theorem because 
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[X, U(v)] 1 A acts trivially by Proposition 2. The rest is now obvious 
from [9, Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.91. 
3. THE PASTING CLASSIFICATION 
In this section we turn to the problem of classifying arbitrary 
finite-order Hilbert bundles over metric spaces. The idea here will 
be to classify Hilbert bundles of order n in terms of Hilbert bundles 
of lower orders. 
If Y is a space U, V, Ware subsets of Y, 5, [, 77 are bundles over 
U, V, Wrespectively, if+: E j U n I’--+ 5 / U n Vand 4: 5 / V n W-t 
7 / V A W are bundle maps over U n V and V n IV, respectively, 
then we define 
That is, the composition of two bundle maps over different subsets 
is defined to be their composition over their common domain. This 
convention will simplify notation in what follows. Likewise, if 5 
and 5 are Banach bundles .$ locally trivial with finite-dimensional 
fibre, then we writeL([, 5) = L(.$I U n V, 5 1 U n V) and U([, lJ = 
7-W t-h-7 VA1 Un V). 
We call the Hilbert bundle 5 over Y proper if all the fibres of 5 
are separable and if 5 1 Y, is locally trivial, where Y, is the set of 
points over which 5 has an infinite-dimensional fibre. If Y is a metric 
space and Y, is open, then by [9, Proposition 3.101, 5 / Y\Y, is 
separable [9, p. 2491 and the proof of [9, Lemma 3.91 shows 5 1 Y, 
is separable. Hence by [9, Lemma 3.81, since Y, is a countable 
union of closed sets, 5 is separable. If 5 has locally finite order, then 
Y, will have to be open, thus any proper Hilbert bundle having 
locally finite order over metric Y is separable. In the converse direc- 
tion, if 5 is separable and Y, locally is finite dimensional, then by 
[7, Theorem 51, [ j Y, is locally trivial and thus 5 is proper. In 
general, if 5 is proper over metric Y, then by [7, Theorem 11, 5 / Y, 
is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 5 be a proper Hilbert bundle over the metric 
space X and let /I be a Hilbe-rt subbundle of f which is a direct summand 
of 5 and having only finite dimensional j&es. Then ,f3l, the orthogonal 
complement of /3 in f, is a proper Hilbert bundle. 
Proof. Let X, be the set of points over which .$ has infinite 
dimensional fibre. As all the fibres of /I are finite dimensional, X, 
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is also the set of points over which /V has infinite-dimensional fibre. 
Thus we need only show that /3’ 1 X, is locally trivial. As (/3 / X,)1 = 
8’ I x, 7 it suffices to assume that X = X, . But then, by [7, 
Theorem 11, t must be trivial. Let H be separable infinite-dimensional 
Hilbert space, and E(X, H) the product bundle over X with fibre H. 
We may now assume that 5 = c(X, H) so /I is a Hilbert subbundle 
of E(X, H) which is a direct summand. Let B(H) be the space of 
projection operators on H with the strong operator topology and 
r(H) the universal bundle [9, Sect. 21 determined by H over 9(H). 
Then r(H) is a Hilbert subbundle of c(B(H), H) which is a direct 
summand, so r(H) @ r(H)1 = E(B(H), H). Let g: g(H) ---f B(H) 
be defined byg(P) = 1 - P, P E B(H). The map (P, v) --+ (1 - P, v) 
defines a strong Hilbert bundle map of E(B(H), H) on itself coveringg, 
and carrying r(H)1 on y(H). Thus y(H)l g g*(y(H)), by [9, Corollary 
1 S]. Now, the direct sum decomposition /3 @ /3’ = E(X, H) defines 
[7, Proposition 161 a continuous map f: X -+ g(H) such that 
f*(r(H)) = P. Then +X,H) =f *(E(g(H),H)) =f*MH) 0 r(W) = 
f *(r(H)) Of *(Y(W) = B 0 (g of)*MH)). Consequently, P = 
(g of)*(r(H)). On the other hand, for each x E X,f(x) is a projection 
of finite rank so that g(f(x)) is a projection of finite codimension. 
Thus, as r(H) is trivial over the set of projections of finite codimension 
[7, Corollary 1 to Theorem 31, it follows that /3’ = (g of)*(r(H)) 
is trivial. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let Y be a metric space, 5 a proper Hilbert bundle 
over Y x I having locally Jinite order. Then 5 e pO*(c) x I if and 
only if for each x E Y, 5 1 {x} x I is homogeneous. 
Proof. If 5 z p,,*(t) x I then obviously, for each x E Y, 5 j {x} x I 
is homogeneous. Conversely, suppose that for each x E Y, 5 [ {x} x I is 
homogeneous. Let Y, be the set of points of Y over which p,,*(c) 
has infinite-dimensional fibre, so then Y, x I is the set of points 
over which 5 has infinite-dimensional fibre. Since 5 has locally finite 
order, Y, x I is open in Y x I. Suppose that 5 is a first-order 
Hilbert bundle. Then either Y, = o or Y, = Y. In the first case, 
Y, = O, 5 g p,,*(i) x I by [9, Proposition 3.41 and in the second 
case, Y, = Y, 5 s p,,*(l) x I because both 5 and p,,*(c) x I are 
trivial by [7, Theorem 11. Returning now to the general case, by 
[5, Theorem 71 or by [lo, Lemma 21 it suffices to show that 5 and 
pO*(c) x I are locally isomorphic, but since 5 has locally finite 
order, just as in the proof of [9, Proposition 3.41, we can assume 5 
has finite order and proceed by induction on the order of 5. Choose 
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$0 E Y. If xs E Y, , then 5 and p,,*(c) x I are isomorphic over Y, x 1 
as both are trivial over Y, x 1, and Y, is open. If x,, E y\Ym , 
then the same inductive proof as [9, Proposition 3.41 applies, because 
of Proposition 3, to give V open in Y with x,, E V such that 5 and 
p,,*(c) x I are isomorphic over V x I. Thus 5 and pO*(Z;) x I are 
indeed locally isomorphic and hence isomorphic [lo, Lemma 21. 
This completes the proof. 
Let (X, A) be a metric pair and let N(W, A) denote the set of 
open neighborhoods of A in W C X. To begin we take WE N(X, A) 
and suppose we are given an m-bundle j3 over W and a Hilbert bundle 
f over X\A. Suppose 9: /I ) W\A < .$ j W\A. Then +(p j W\A) is an 
m-subbundle of e j W\A and is thus a direct summand, whose 
orthogonal complement, $(/I j W\A)l, is a Hilbert bundle over W\A. 
By [9, Lemma 3.21, there is /3($) 1 a Hilbert bundle over W such that 
,9(4)J- 1 W\A = 4(8 j W\A)l and /3(+)-L 1A is the trivial O-bundle. 
Now we identify +(/3 1 W\A) @ #I j W\A)‘- = 5 j W\A by means 
of the natural isomorphism defined by addition in each fibre. Con- 
sequently, 
Applying [7, Proposition 91, we can paste together /3 @ p(4)’ and f 
via + @ id, obtaining a Hilbert bundle b(& 4, 6) and isomorphisms 
0: j3 @ p(4)‘- = b(& 4, t) j W and 4: t E b(p, (6, 5) [ X\A such that 
I/-’ 0 19 = 4 @ id. Of course 6(/3,+, .$) is uniquely determined up to 
isomorphism by the condition that ti-1 o 19 = 4 @ id. If ,8’ is also 
an m-bundle over IV, [’ a Hilbert bundle over X\A, if g: ,/3 E ,/?I 
and h: ,$ z f’, then h o 4 o g-l: /3’ 1 W\A < 4 j W\A. Also, 
so by [9, Lemma 3.21 there is h,: /3(#)J- s /I/(&g-l)1 unique such 
that h, 1 W\A is the isomorphism defined by h. Then g @ h,: 
p @ p($)’ r /3’ @ /3’(h$g-l)l, h: .$ z 5’. Now, there are isomor- 
phisms 0’: /I’ r b@‘, h4g-l, F) 1 IV, 4’: .$’ z b(/3’, &g-i, 5’) 1 X\A 
such that (#‘)-lo 8’ = (h+-lg) @ id. We see immediately that since 
((h#g-l) 0 id) 0 (g @ h,,) = h 0 (4 @ id), there is a well-defined 
isomorphism 
fx : w, 4, I) Es b(fJ’, h$g-l, 0 
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unique such that 01 o 6 = 8’ o (g @ J1,,) and 0~ 0 # = #’ 0 h. In par- 
ticular, if g: /3 s /I and h: f g 4 
VP $9 5). 
are automorphisms, then b(& h+g, f) g 
Suppose, on the other hand, that we vary 4: g < [ by isotopy. 
More precisely, regarding 4 E r( U(fi, t)), suppose & , 4, E F( U(fl, 5)) 
such that [4,,] = [#i] in [W\A, U(/3, E)]. Then there is 4: 
(fl j W\A) X 1 < (t I W\A) X 1 such that pO*(r$) = & and pi*(+) = 
d1 . We then have a Hilbert bundle b(/3 x I,+, t x I) over X x I and 
P’ o 6 = 4 0 id : ((B x 1) 0 (p x I)@)‘) 1 (W\A) x I 
Lz (E I W\A) x I. 
In view of [9, Lemma 3.21, the definition of (/I x I)(+)I and fl(+#, 
we can regard 
cLi*w x WY> = B&Y 
as these two are identical over W\A, i = 0 or 1. Also, 
Pi*@-” o pi*(e) = pi*(#-1 0 0) = pi*(+) @ id = & @ id, i=O or 1. 
This means that 
w 4i > El s /4*w x I,$, 5 x I)), i=O or 1. 
On the other hand, for each x E X, b(/3 x I,$, 5 x I) over {x) x I 
is homogeneous. Thus, if we assume that 5 is proper with locally 
finite order, then by Proposition 4, 
and hence W, A , 63 = 4% dl , E). 
We will thus assume for the remainder of this section that 5 is 
proper with locally finite order. Let Z(t) denote the group of isotopy 
classes of automorphisms of [ as in [9, Definition 6.21. Restriction 
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defines a group homomorphism 3’?(t) --+ Z(f 1 F&4), whose image 
we denote by Z(t) 1 W\A. Composition of bundle maps defines 
a left action of Z(t [ w\A) on [W/A, U@, f)] which in turn gives 
a left action of A?(5) 1 W\A on [W/A, U(/3, 01. On the other hand, 
S(fl 1 W\A) = [WA, U(/I)] acts on [WA, U(p, e)] from the right 
which in turn gives a right action of 
-eP) I W\A = w, 491 I VA on [W\4 u(P, 5)l. 
If G, denotes the group obtained from the group G by reversing the 
order of multiplication, then (Z(t) 1 W\A) x [x(/3) 1 VA], acts 
on WV, U(P, 01, and for simplicity, we denote the resulting orbit 
space by 0(/3, [, IV), or simply O(W) when no confusion results. 
If V E iV( IV, A) and i: V C_ IV, then restriction to V induces a natural 
map i*: O@?, f, W) -+O(BI v,fl KV.If~,,Tr,~WKA), v,C 
V, , i: Vi c V, , j: V, C IV, then i* o j* = (j 0 i)*: O(W) + 0( VJ. 
Thus the family {O(V) / V E N( IV, A)) together with the maps 
induced by inclusion maps forms a direct system whose direct 
limit we denote simply 
If Ml E P74 w, 01 we denote by ($> the class of [$] in O(W) 
and by ((6) the class of (4) in O(& 0. To make use of this construc- 
tion, we define a&Q, [/3 1 A]) to be th e set of isomorphism classes [c] 
of Hilbert bundles over X such that 5 I A E /3 1 A and 5 j X\A g 5. 
The preceding remarks serve to give a map 
such that M(4)) = [W I v, 4, 01 for (4) E O(P I K 5, V), v E 
N( IV, A). It is a simple matter to check that if Vi , V, E N( W, A) 
with VI C v2 , WI E [ Ir,\A, U(P, 01, then 
This means that the mapping family (bv)veN(x,a) defines a map 
b: O(A 67 --+ ~dtl, LB I4). 
The main object of the remainder of this section is to show that the 
map b defined here is in fact a bijection. 
The following simple fact gives a little more information here 
than does [18, 12.5 and 12.71. 
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FACT. Let p1 and /3a be m-bundles over Y and 4 E F(L(/3, , ps)) 
such that 4 is pointwise invertible. Define the cross section u = 
#(d*$)-1/2 pointwise. Then u is continuous, so u E r(U@, , pa)). 
PYOOJ. Because /3r, pa, and L(/3, , /3s) are locally trivial, we see 
that $*, $-I E r(L(& , pi)). It follows that $*+ is an invertible element 
of the ring F(L(/3, , pi)) = r(C*&)). The continuity of b*d and its 
inverse guarantee the existence of an open cover % of Y such that 
for each U E @, both ($*$) 1 U an i s inverse are bounded. But then d t 
in the C*-algebra F&C*@,) / U) we can form ((#J*+) / U)-1/2 and 
as point evaluation is a unital *-homomorphism, for each x E U, 
((d*+) j U)-l/*(x) = (d(x)* d(x))-““. It follows that with w = (#~*4)-l’~ 
defined pointwise we have w / U = (($*$) 1 U)-1/2 is continuous for 
each U E @ and hence w is continuous. But then u = +w = +(4*+)-l/2 
is continuous and hence u E r( U(& , p2)). 
Obviously the same technique can be used to extend much of the 
functional calculus to Hilbert bundle maps of an m-bundle to itself. 
LEMMA 1. Let PI and p2 be m-bundles over X, 4: ,B1 ] A z p2 / A. 
Then there is V E N(X, A) and 4: fll / V g ,62 1 V such that # ! A = 4. 
Proof. 4 E r(U(P, , &) I A) C Q&4 , P2) IA). BY [9, Proposi- 
tion 1.71, there is #r: p1 -+ f12 over X such that #r / A = 4, and by 
[9, Proposition 1.61, there is V E N(X, A) such that if $2 = #r I V, 
then 1,4~(/3i I V) = /I2 1 V. It follows that lc12 is pointwise invertible in 
WA 9 82 I V) so applying the preceding fact with 4 = I,!J~($~*I,~~)-~~~ 
we have ZJ [ A = 4 and z,4: & ] V z /32 I V. 
LEMMA 2. Let 01 be an m-bundle over X, 5 a Hilbert bundle over X, 
c#:~~I~A<QA. Then there is VEN(X,A) and #:a:IV<{jV 
such that z,4 1 A = 4. 
Proof. d E W(% C) I 4 so by [9, Proposition 1.71 there is #i E 
F(L(a, 5)) such that $i 1 A = 4. By [9, Proposition 1.61, there is 
V E N(X, A) such that &(cK) / V is an m-subbundle of 5 j V, and thus 
by Lemma 1, making V smaller if necessary we can find $: 01 I V z 
&(01) 1 V such that # j A = 4. But now z/: (Y j V < 5 1 V. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose [Cl E ~~<[~l, [P I 4) andg: B -=c i I K $1 t = 
5 / X\A. Let 4 = 16-l o g so 4: p j W\A < 6 ] W\A. Then there is 
8: /3 @ /I(+)1 E 5 j W such that #-l o 6 = r$ @ id. 
Proof. Z/J carries +(p j W\A) onto g(p 1 W\A), hence also carries 
+(/3 I W\A)-L onto g(j? I W\A)l. Thus by [9, Lemma 3.21, # defines a 
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unique isomorphism g-L: fi(r#)‘- g g(fi)l. Then with 0 = g @g-‘-: 
P CD 8W’ = 5 I w we have 16-l 0 8 = 4 @ id. 
LEMMA 4. b: 0(/3, f) --+ ax([.$], [/3 [ A]) is a surjective map. 
Proof. Let [c] E g,@], [/3 1 A]). Then /3 1 A s 5 1 A so by 
Lemma 2, there is V E N(W, A) and g: /J 1 V < 5 1 V. If #: f g 
5 / X\A, 4 = $-l o g: /3 / V\A < f 1 V\A, then by Lemma 3 with 
V playing the role of IV, we have b(fl / I’, +, <) g 5 and thus [c] = 
M(4)) = w$w. 
Let Y be a paracompact Hausdorff space, C a closed subset of Y, 
5 a Banach bundle over Y, and q a Banach subbundle of 5 1 C. Then 
there is <,, a Banach subbundle of 5 over Y unique such that &, / C = 7 
and 5, I Y\C = i I Y\C, and following [9, Definition 5.41, we call 5, 
the (Banach) subbundle of 5 defined by 7 c 5 1 C. More generally, 
if C, ,..., C, are all closed subsets of Y and 7i C 5 I Ci such that 
rli I Ci n Cj = rlj / Ci n Ci , i, j < n, then we let {i be the subbundle 
of { defined by Q , and inductively, ci,i the subbundle of 5i defined 
bY %+1 which must be a Banach subbundle of I$ , 1 < i < n. Then 
5, C 5, for each i, <,I Ci = 7?i , and 
5, I WC1 ” ... u C,) = 5 1 Y\(C, u *** ” C,). 
We call 5, the (Banach) subbundle of 5 de$ned by r], ,..., qn. 
LEMMA 5. suppose [Cl E g~([fl, [B I Al), gi: B < 5 I W i = 0 
or 1. Then there is VEN(W, A) and g,‘: /3 1 Y < 5 / V such that 
[go’1 = [go I VI in [VP WA iJ1 and go’(is I VI = gdB) I v. 
Proof. Let pi = g,(p), i = 0 or 1. Choose V E N(X, A) with V, 
the closure of V, contained in IV. Let C = V x (0, l> u A x I so 
that C is a closed subset of X x I. Let H be the Hilbert subbundle 
of 5 x I defined by (& 1 U) x (O} and (& j r) x { 11. Then H I C 
is an m-bundle over C, and H 1 A x I = ([ / A) x I z (p / A) x I. 
Thus, by Lemma 2, there is U open in W x I with A x IL U 
and h’: (/3 x I) 1 U < H / U. Since 1 is compact, there is V, E N( V, A) 
such that Vi x I C U. We can thus, without loss of generality, 
assume U = Vi x I and V, = V. Let h’(@ I V) x ‘I) = p. Then p 
is an m-subbundle of H, hence p,,*(p) = ,6,, 1 V and pi*(p) = /31 1 V. 
By [9, Proposition 3.41 and [9, Corollary 3.51, we can choose h: 
(/$ I V) x I E fl such that pu,*(h) --L id. Then li: (& I V) x I < 
(5 / V) x Iandth usifh=h~((g,~V)xid):(~lV)xI<(~~V)xI 
then p,,*(h) = g, I V. Set g,,’ = p,*(h). Then [go’] = [g,, I V] in 
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[K U(PY 01, but kov I v = k*vw I v = k*(w0 I V) = 
pr*(j?) = ,8, 1 V. By definition, ,& 1 V = g&3) 1 V, which means we 
have g,‘(B I v> = g,(B) I v. Th is completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 2. The map b: O@, 5) -+ SY&], [p ] A]) is a bijection. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, b is already surjective, so it only remains 
to show that b is injective. Suppose V, , Vi E N(X, A), V, , V, 
both contained in W, and suppose [&I E [V, , U(/3, e)], i = 0, 1 such 
that 43 I v. , ~4, 5) = b(B I vl , A , 0, which is to say b(@+,>) = 
b(((~$,))). We must show that there is V E N(X, A) with V C V, n V, 
and with (& / V\A) = (+r 1 J$4) in O(p, 5, V). To begin choose 
any V E N(X, A) with V G V, n V, . Restricting everything in 
sight to V from W, without loss of generality, we may simplify 
notation by setting Vo = V = VI = W. Set 54 = Z@, pi , [J, 
i = 0, 1 and let 6: 5, g 5, over X. Let 8,: /? @ fl(&)‘- E ii j V and 
&: 6 e ci 1 X\A such that I,&’ o Bi = di @ id, i = 0 or 1. Then Bi 
defines gi: /? < & j V with g&3) = 0,(/I) and with di = z+&’ o gi , 
i=Oor1.1nparticular,60g,:~<~1~Vandg,:/?<~1~Vsoby 
Lemma 5, on making Y smaller if necessary, there is g,: p < cl j V 
such that [gB] = [g, 1 V] in [V, U(/3, [,)I and such that g&9 j V) = 
%3@)) I v- BY L emma 3, with V playing the role of W and setting 
4s = #rl 0 g, , there is an isomorphism 8,: /3 @ (fl j V)(&)l g c1 / Y 
such that $1’ 0 19~ = & @ id. This means that we can take 
48 I K 42 y 0 = L with&3 I J3 = %@N I v. Since kl = [a I VI 
in [v, U(P, &)I and di = &’ 0 gi , i = 1, 2, it follows that [&I = 
[A I WA1 in I?74 WA 01, so that <A) = (~6 I v\4 in 0(/J, t, v). 
Without loss of generality, we can again assume that V = W in 
order to simplify notation. Set #a = #r , so that $2’ o t& = & @ id 
and&‘og, = 4s. We now have simplyg,(/3) = S(g,(@). This means 
that 6 [ V = Sl @ 6, with 6,: g,,(p) s g&3) and 6,: g&/3)‘- GZ g&3)‘-, 
and thus h = g,’ 0 6, 0 g,,: ,!? s /3. Likewise, k = z,J;’ o 6 0 &: 5 s [. 
Since &’ 0 gi = #Q , i = 0, 2 we have 
But 6 0 al1 = (6, @ 6,) 0 6,l is simply the inclusion of g&3) in 
51iV,hence60Sr10g,=g,andko~,oh-1=~,10g,=~,.Thus 
in O(A f, v), we have (4, I V\A) = <$d = <A I V\4, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
From Theorem 2 we see that O@?, 6) in fact depends only on 
the isomorphism classes [/3 / A] and [Q. However, this fact is also 
clear from earlier remarks and Lemma 2. If we are only given an 
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m-bundle p,, over A, to begin with, then we have to search for an 
extension of /I0 over some neighborhood of A. Of course, by Lemma 2, 
any two such extensions of &, will themselves be isomorphic over 
some neighborhood of A by an isomorphism which over A is the 
identity on 18,. Thus the only question of the applicability of 
Theorem 2 to the classification of ax@], [&]) is the extendibility 
of /$ over a neighborhood of A. If ,&, is of finite type (i.e., there 
is a finite open cover of A by sets over which & is trivial), then 
/3,, E f*(yValz) for some mapf: A --f G,(P), where ymn is the universal 
bundle [9, Sect. 21 determined by @a over G,(P), and n is sufficiently 
large [14, 3(5.8)]. S ince G,(P) is a smooth manifold, f is extendable 
to a neighborhood of A and thus ,$, is also. In particular, the preceding 
applies when A is either finite dimensional [14, 3(5.4)] or compact. 
Before proceeding further, we should point out some simple 
facts which we will need. 
FACT 1. If Y is a contractible space, V E N(X, A), and f: V + Y 
is a continuous map, then there is g: X -P Y such that g 1 A = f j A. 
For we can choose a homotopy h: Y x I -+ Y with h, a constant 
map having value say y,, , and h, the identity map. Using only the 
normality of X we can choose A: X --+ I with A C h-l(l) and 
X\V, C X-l(O) for some V, E N(X, A) whose closure, V1 , is contained 
in V. Setting fi = h 0 (f, X / V): V -+ Y, we have fi 1 A = f 1 A 
whereas fi 1 V\V, is constant with value yO, so that fi is easily 
extendable over X. 
FACT 2. Any contractible topological group G is locally contractible. 
For if g E G and h: G x I + G with h, the identity map and h, 
constant, then we may assume (on replacing h by (x, t) -+ 
gh(g, t)-l h(x, t) if necessary) that for each t ~1, h(g, t) = g. If U 
is any open neighborhood of g, since h({g) x I) = (g> C U and 
{g} x I is compact, there is V open in G with g E V and h( V x I) C U. 
But then h 1 V x I is a contraction of V to a point inside of U, 
which means G is locally contractible at g E G. 
In what follows, H denotes separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert 
space, e’(H) the unitary group of H with the strong operator topology, 
and y = r(H) the universal bundle determined by Has in [9, Sect. 21. 
FACT 3. If f: A -+ e’(H) is any continuous map, if there is V E 
N(X, A) with V\A finite dimensional, then f extends to a continuous 
map X--f a(H). For the separability of H guarantees that ‘B(H) 
is metrizable, so by [7, Lemma 31, [I, 111(9.1)], Facts 1 and 2, f must 
extend continuously over X. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let 5 be a Hilbert bundle over X having only 
finite-dimensional $bres, 4: 5 j A -+ y(H) a strong Hilbert bundle map. 
Then there is z,LJ: 5 + y(H) a strong Hilbert bundle map such that 
$J j A = 4 if either of the following holds: 
(a) There is V E N(X, A) and 8: 5 j V -+ r(H) a strong Hilbert 
bundle map with 6’ j A = $; 
(b) there is V E N(X, A) with V\A finite dimensional. 
Proof. The proof under hypothesis (a) is nearly the same as the 
proof of [9, Proposition 3.121 except that where in [9, Proposition 3.121 
we obtain a continuous function A -+ e(H) which we needed to 
extend over X, we now obtain a continuous map V --+ &(H) whose 
restriction to A is extendable over all of X by [7, Lemma 31 and 
Fact 1; the rest of the proof proceeds just as in the proof of [9, 
Proposition 3.121. Under hypothesis (b), because of Fact 3, we can 
simply apply [9, Proposition 3.121 directly. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let q be an m-bundle over X, 5 = ‘(X, H), 
the product bundle over X with jibre H, and 4: 7 1 A < 5 1 A. Then 
there is 4: r] < 5 with I,!J 1 A = 4. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 there is V E N(X, A) and &: 7 1 v < 5 j p 
such that +r 1 A = 4, B the closure of V in X. +1(q j Y) is a direct 
summand of 5 j Y so there is f: Y ---t B(H) such that f*(y) = 447 / V) 
where B(H) is the space of projections on H with the strong operator 
topology. Let X: f *(y) --t y = r(H) be the bundle map induced by f 
as in [9, Sect. 11, so X o 41 = 0 is a strong Hilbert bundle map 
covering f, 0: 7 1 Y -+ y. By Proposition 5 there is 8: 7 -+ y a strong 
Hilbert bundle map with 0 / A = 0 1 A. 0 covers a mapf: X -+ B(H) 
which must extend f 1 A, and by [9, Corollary 1.51, there is $: 7 2 
f *(y) unique such that 8 = 1 o $I, where x is the bundle map induced 
by J. Then X I A = h 1 A because f j A = f 1 A, so h 0 (# I A) = 
BIA= BIA=~o(+,IA)=~oc$ and thus $~A=#I by the 
uniqueness in [9, Corollary 1.51. Asf *(y) C 5, the proof is complete. 
For the next two propositions we assume that 5 is a proper Hilbert 
bundle over X, and that for each k, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., CO, X, is the set 
of points of X over which 5 has a k-dimensional fibre. We also assume 
that X, is open in X. Further, we assume that 7 is an m-bundle 
over X. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let +: 7 j A < c I A and suppose that for each 
k<cowehavedimX,\A<2(k-m)+l. Thenthereis$:T<< 
such that I# I A = 4. 
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Proof. For each R, K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., co, let C, be the set of points 
of X over which 5 has fibres of dimension <k so that C, = 
x0 v *.* u X, and C, is closed in X. We must show that 4 E 
r(U(q, {) 1 A) extends to a continuous cross section of U(v, 5) over 
all of X. Set 4-i = I$, A-, = A, and C-i = 0. Inductively, assume 
that we have found open sets V, such that A,-, v C,-, C V, , 
A, = VI, , the closure of V, , and &: 17 1 A, < 5 ] A, with & / A,-, = 
&-i, for k < t < co. By Lemma 2, there is S open in X with 
A,CS and $‘:TIS<[~S such that 4’ 1 A, = +I, S being the 
closure of S. Let D = s n (C,\V,) so D is a closed subset of 
X,\V,~X,\A.Then~‘~D:~jD<~~D,dimX,\Vt<2(t-~)+1, 
and 5 1 X,\V, is a t-bundle, so by Proposition 1, there is Q’: 7 1 X,\V, < 
5 1 X,\V, with z,Y 1 D = 4’ 1 D. Now, (X,\V,) n s = D, since 
X,\ V, = C,\V’, . Thus $’ and 16’ together define a continuous cross 
section $ of U(+, 6) ( (3 u C,) with $1 3 = +’ and tj 1 X,\Vl = Q’. 
Another application of Lemma 2 gives Vf+l an open neighborhood 
of 3 u C1 in X and I#~+~: v 1Vt+i < 5 I V,,, such that dl+i ( A, = dt . 
Setting At+l = V,,, completes the inductive step. We thus obtain 
an infinite sequence (bJk of continuous cross sections with &+i 1 A, = 
& and A, contained in the interior of Ak+l , k < 03. Let V = 
lJkcrn A, . We can define $ a continuous cross section of U(q, 0 1 V 
by requiring $ j A, = c& f or each k < co. Then d; I A = 4. Let 
x, = x\x, . X, is closed because of the hypothesis that X, be 
open, also A u X, C V. Thus again by Lemma 2, there is T open in X 
with A u X, C T and #i: 7 I T < 5 I T such that Q1 j (X, u A) = 
$1 (X, u A). The argument in the inductive step with application 
of Proposition 6 instead of Proposition 1 now gives #: 7 < 5 such that 
$ ( T = #i and hence such that # ( A = 4. The proof is now complete. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that for each k < co we haere dim X, < 
2(k - m) and that &: v < 5, $1: 7 < 5. Then [&I = [&I in 
rx, utrl9 01. 
Proof. 4, and 4i together define 4: 11 x (0, 1) < 5 x (0, 1) 
with pi*($) = & , i = 0, 1. But then dim(X, x I\X x (0, 11) < 
2(k - m) + 1, k < co, so by Proposition 7 there is #: 77 x 1 < 
~xIwith~)Xx{O,l)=+andhencewith~i*(~)=+i,i=O,I. 
Thus hl = [Al in [X WI, 01. 
In the following two corollaries to Theorem 2, we let D, be the 
set of points of X\A over which .$ has a fibre of dimension k. 
COROLLARY 1. If there is V E N(X, A) with dim( V r\ D,J < 
2(k - m) + 1 for each k < CO, then ~3?~([[], fl I A]) is nonempty. 
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Proof. By hypothesis there is V E N(W, A) such that for each 
k < 00, dim( V n Dk) < 2(k - m) + 1 and hence by Proposition 7, 
[V\A, U(& t)] is nonempty. This means 0(/l, c, V) and hence 
O(fl, 0 are nonempty, so that @‘x([Q, [p 1 A]) is nonempty by 
Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2. If there is 6’ E N(X, A) with dim(V n &) < 
2(k - m) for each k < 00, then &‘,&f], [p j A]) has exactly one 
element. 
Thus there is a Hilbert bundle C over X unique up to isomorphism 
with 5 1 A s /3 / A and < 1 X\A g 5. 
Proof. We can choose V,, E N( IV, A) with dim( V,, n Dk) < 
2(k - m) for each k < co. Then by Propositions 7 and 8, [V/A, 
U(/3, t)] and hence O@, [, W) have exactly one element for each 
Y E iV( V, , A). This means 0(/3, 5) has exactly one element and 
therefore by Theorem 2, gw,([[], [/? 1 A]) has exactly one element. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO HILBERT BUNDLES AND C*-BUNDLES 
In this section we apply the results of the preceding sections in 
various situations to get more computable information. Let X be a 
space, x0, x,, x2 ,.-, X, disjoint subsets covering X such that 
for each positive t < co, lJkCl X, is closed in X. Let H be separable 
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and for each integer n > 0, 
let H, be an n-dimensional subspace of H with H, C H,,, . Let 
% = (X; X0, Xi ,..., X,). Suppose (m&,, is a sequence of integers, 
0 < m, < ml < m2 < *** < mp = co, and let m = (m& . We say 
[ is an m-bundle over 9? if .$ is a proper Hilbert bundle over X such 
that for each k, 0 < k < co, f 1 X, is an m,-bundle, so X, is the set 
of points over which t has infinite-dimensional fibres. g!,(Z) denotes 
the set of isomorphism classes of m-bundles over S. We denote 
by E(X; H) the product bundle over X with fibre H. Now 
U ksm X, x Hm, is the bundle space of a subbundle of E(X; H) 
called the elementary m-bundle over S and denoted E(%, m) or e”(Z). 
How ever, to ensure that ~(3, m) is actually a full Hilbert subbundle 
of c(X; H), we assume that X is completely regular and must in 
addition either assume that UkCa, Hmk is dense [l 1, Proposition 1.51 
in H or that X, is open. We will always assume that X, is open. 
We say t is a Hilbert bundle over % to mean that 5 is an m-bundle 
over A? for some m. We denote by k@(s) the set of isomorphism classes 
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of Hilbert bundles over A?. We assume henceforth that X is a metric 
space. 
PROPOSITION 9. If dim X < 3 and if c,(t) E H*(X) is the first 
Chern class of the k-bundle [ over X, then [,$I ---t cl(t) dejines a bijection 
of SYk(X) on W(X). 
Proof. By Proposition 1, if [[I E gk(X), then there is 4: 8-l < f, 
where ok--l is the trivial (k - I)-bundle over X. Thus 6 g 8--l @ 8 
for some [Q E ai( Th en by the multiplicative property of the 
Chern classes, ci(.$) = cl(L) E H2(X). Since cr: al(X) s H*(X), where 
gi(X) is the group of complex line bundles, it follows that [.$I --f c,(t) 
is a bijection of Bk(X) on H*(X). 
If there is a finite n such that X, is empty for n < k < co, then 
we say 3 has finite order <n + 1. 
PROPOSITION 10. If each X, has a neighborhood V, with 
dim( V, n Xi) < 2(mj - rnk) + 1 for every j > k, 0 < k < co, and 
if% hasjnite order <n + 2, then the map [[I -+ ([f 1 X0], [e 1 Xl],..., 
[f j X,]) is a surjective map of B&S?) on 4Ym,(X,) X a** X B’,,(X,); 
moreover, ;f for every j > k, dim( V, n Xj) < 2(mj - mk), then this 
map is in fact a bijection. 
Proof. This follows from Corollaries 1 and 2 to Theorem 2, 
by a simple induction on the order of X. The next corollary now 
follows from this result and Proposition 9. 
COROLLARY 1. If dim X < 2, m0 < m, < m2 < *a*, if 3 has 
Jinite order \<n + 2, and ly c&3) denotes the Jirst Chern class of /3, then 
dejnes a bijection of LB’,(%) on H*(X,) x *** x H2(X,). 
COROLLARY 2. If A is a closed subset of X and m = (k, L’), then 
Mdai;;f I 4 Cf I ~\AI) is a bijection under either of the two following 
(1) A is compact, lies in the edge of X, and dim A < 2(/ - k), 
(2) there is V E N(X, A) with dim V < 2(L - k). 
Proof. Combine Proposition 10 and the corollary to Theorem 1. 
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PROPOSITION il. Suppose [5] E 9&T), with m, < ml < m, < -mm, 
and with dim X < 3. Further, assume thatfor each k < CO, H2(X,J = 0. 
Then em(%) < 5 and if 6 has Jinite order, then [ s C”(S). 
Proof. By Proposition 9, 6 1 X, is trivial for each k. For each k, 
let A, = Uick Xj . If E,, is the trivial m,-bundle over X, then by 
Proposition 7, there is &, 2 8 with /3,, s Ed . Let 5, be the orthogonal 
complement of is, in t. t1 1 X0 is a O-bundle and E1 1 Xi is an 
(m, - m,)-bundle which by Proposition 9 is also trivial. For each 
k > o? put nk = mk - m&l . Let I be the elementary (0, n,)-bundle 
over (X, X0) = (X, A,). By Propositions 7 and 9 and [9, Lemma 3.21, 
there is & Z E, , with /Ii g <I and /I1 a direct summand of [r . Let 
t2 be the orthogonal complement of is, in I1 . t2 1 A, is a O-bundle 
so likewise the elementary (0, Q-bundle over (X, A,) is isomorphic 
to a subbundle of t2 which is a direct summand of (a . Continuing 
in this fashion, we obtain a sequence of Hilbert subbundles 8,) 
fl 1 ,*a*, flk )-** all subbundles of .$ such that /3k is isomorphic to the 
elementary (0, n,)-bundle over (X, Ak) and such that &+i , flkf2 ,... 
are all subbundles of the orthogonal complement of /3,, @ *a* @ /3k 
in .$. We thus obtain @k.+ flk < 4. If [ has finite order, then the 
sequence (mkh;im is bounded so that all but a finite number of the 
bundles ,8k are just trivial O-bundles, (&m fik) j X, is thus an 
n-bundle for some n, and hence is a direct summand of 5 / X, which 
by Proposition 3 has trivial orthogonal complement in f ) X, . 
Thus 5 G ~(3, m), if (m&m is bounded. If (m&m is unbounded, 
then Ok+, pk g ~“(5%) and hence e”(s) < t. 
Propositions 10 and 11 give partial solutions to a problem posed 
by Weil [13, p. 841. The following proposition shows that for finite- 
order separable Hilbert bundles over finite-dimensional spaces, the 
infinite-dimensional fibres play almost no role, and gives a partial 
solution to [IO, Conjecture I] when combined with [9, 3.131. 
PROPOSITION 12. Suppose that dim X < co, .$ and 5 are finite- 
order separable Hilbert bundles over X, and let X, be the set of points 
over which either 5 or 5 has jinite-dimensional jibre. Let A be a closed 
subset of X containing X, . If 4: [ 1 A g 5 I A, then there is 4: 5 g 5 
such that # ) A = +. 
Proof. Let X, = X\Xr . In case [ is a first-order Hilbert bundle 
we have either X, = 0 or X, = X. In the first case there is nothing 
to prove and in the second case the result redyces simply to the fact 
that any map from a closed subset of X, to 9?(H) extends over X, 
by Fact 3 of the previous section, since dim X < co. Here, as before, 
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e’(H) is the group of unitary operators on H with the strong operator 
topology. Inductively, assume the proposition holds if I has order 
less than n, and assume that the order of 5 is n. Let m, = inf{dim F: 
F is a fibre of 0. Let X0 be the set of points over which 5 has a fibre 
of dimension m, . 6 1 X0 is an m,-bundle and dim X < co, thus there 
is V,, open in X with X,, C V,, and /$, c 5 1 Y, such that /?O is an 
m,-bundle over U,, . The bundle map rj then defines 0: & 1 V, n A < 
5 1 V0 n A. Applying Lemma 2 and Proposition 6, there is B,,: & < 
5 1 F0 with 8,j p0 n A = 0, because r,,\A _C X, . Now, jlOL 1 X0 
is the O-bundle and 4 carries ,&,l 1 F0 A A onto the orthogonal 
complement, I~,&,)L 1 V0 n A, and by Proposition 3, /?,,o” and 8,(&)-‘- 
are proper. Also, j3,L / VO\X,, and 0,(~0)~ 1VO\X,, have order less 
than n, with Y,\Xm C A. Hence by the inductive hypothesis, there is 
B,,k &1 1 V,\X,, s fJ,,(&)~ j va\X, such that 0,l I V, n A\X, is the 
isomorphism defined by +. By [9, Lemma 3.21 since &l j X,, is the 
O-bundle, there is 8,: &,1 g &,(&,)~ unique such that 8,l I V,,\X, = 
&1, and hence 8,-L 1 A n V0 must be the isomorphism defined by 4. 
Thus 8, @ 8,,1: 4 I V,, g 5 j V,, , and 8, @ J,,’ / A n U,, = $ I A n t;‘o .
With A, = A u U, , 4 and 0, @ 8,,1- can be put together to give 
(bo: f I A, = 5 I A, > so that &, 1 A = 4. Again, by the inductive 
hypothesis, there is +i: 5 I X\X,, s 5 I X\X, such that & / A,\X, = 
do 1 A,\X, . But, X,, is contained in the interior of A, and A,, u 
(X\X,,) = X, so that &, and $i together define #: 5 E 5 such that 
# / A,, = d,, . Necessarily then, # I A = 4. 
PROPOSITION 13. Suppose d has jinite order, dim X < co, and 
X, = O. Then every Hilbert bundle over S? is a direct summand 
of an elementary bundle over S. 
Proof. Let 5 be a Hilbert bundle over 3”. If 6 has order 1, then 5 
is a direct summand of a trivial k-bundle over X for some finite K, by 
[14, 3(5.4 and 5.8)]. In general, assume S = (X; X0, X, ,..., X,) and 
for each K, pk is an n,-bundle over X, with (5 j X,) @& the trivial 
(mk + n,)-bundle, 0 < k < n. Let p, = 0 and let pi be a trivial 
pi-bundle over X with p, large enough such that dim X < 
2(n, + p, - n,). Inductively choose p, so that 2(n, + p, - nkwl -p,-,) 
exceeds the dimension of X, 1 < K < n. Then by Proposition 10, 
there is a Hilbert bundle j? over 9 such that j3 I X, r & @ ck where 
ek is the trivial pk-bundle over X, . Then (r @ fi) I X, is trivial for 
each k, and since m, < m, < .*a < m, , the fibres of 5 @ /3 increase 
in dimension by, increments at least as large as those for /3. Thus, 
by Proposition 10 again, f @ j3 must be an elementary bundle over S. 
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a’(%) has a commutative semi-ring structure induced by the 
operations of direct sum and tensor product, [co] and [E’] being, 
respectively, the additive and multiplicative identities, where co is the 
trivial O-bundle over X and 6 the trivial l-bundle over X. We 
denote by K(T) the Grothendieck ring of a(Z). Because of Proposi- 
tion 13, if X, = O, dim X < 00, and !I? has finite order, then 
[(I and IX] in g(z) are equivalent in K(Z) if and only if there is an 
elementary bundle E over 55 with t @ E s 5 @ E. Let ([> denote 
the class of [[I in K(Z) for [Q E a(S). 
PROPOSITION 14. If dim X < 00, X, = ia and SF = (X; X,, , 
X 1 ,..., X,), then the map [fl -+ ([t I X01, [E I &I,..., [t I &I) induces 
a ring isomorphism 
K(s-) cg K(X,) x K(X,) x **a x K(X,). 
Proof. An arbitrary element of K(%) is of the form (4) - (5) 
for [tl, [Cl in a(s). If (0 - (5) is mappedtoOinK(X,) x K(X,) x 
*.* x K(X,), then f or each k, 0 < K < n, 5 1 X, and 5 1 X, are 
stably isomorphic so there is a trivial bundle Ed over X, such that 
(4 / xk) @ Ek = (c / xk) @ Ek * Let E be an elementary m-bundle 
over % such that for each /z, 1 < K < n, 2(mk - m&r) exceeds the 
dimension of X and such that for 0 < k < n, m, exceeds the fibre 
dimension of Ek . Then (f @ l ) j Xk G (5 @ E) 1 Xk for each k, 
0 < k < n, and by Proposition 10, 5 @ E s &’ @ E. Thus ([> = (5) 
in K(9) so (0 - (5) = 0. Th is shows our map induces an injective 
ring homomorphism. Suppose that for each k, 0 < k < n, fk is an 
n-,-bundle over Xk . Choose p, < pr < *** < p, increasing fast 
enough so that with mk = nk + p, , we have m, < m, < --- < m, 
and dim X < 2(mk - mj), 0 < j < k < n. Let B be the elementary 
(PO 9 PI ,--*9 p,)-bundle over 3”. Then by Proposition 10, there is an 
m-bundle < over 3 such that for each k, 5 1 X, s ek @ (e 1 Xk). Then 
(5) - (E) is an element of K(%‘) whose image is ((to), (ei),..., (5,)). 
This completes the proof. 
The preceding propositions should serve to illustrate that under 
suitable dimension restrictions, the finite-order Hilbert bundle 
theory reduces to complex vector bundle theory. However, the more 
interesting Hilbert bundle theory occurs when the theory does not 
simply reduce to the complex vector bundle theory, and Theorems 1 
and 2 will give interesting computable information even in these 
more complicated situations. 
If % = (X; X,, , Xi ,..., X,), 9!/ = (Y; Y. , Yr ,..., Ya) then f: 
% -+ g meansf: X -+ Y such that for each i, 0 < i < co, f (Xi) _C Yi . 
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We define ?Z x I = (X x I; X0 x 1, X, x I,..., X, x I). Then, 
f,, , fi: 9’ -+ % are homotopic if there is h: $? x I + % with h, = f. , 
h, = fi . We thus have the obvious notion of f: 5 + % being a 
homotopy equivalence. If XCZ, SCZ, then we define Snb = 
(S n X; S n X, ,..., S n X,). We say 3 has locally finite order if 
there is an open cover V of X such that for each V E v, V r\ LE 
has finite order. By Proposition 4, if f. , fi: 3 + % are homotopic, 
if 5 is a Hilbert bundle over % and if Z has locally finite order, then 
f,*(l) s f,*(c). Consequently, iff: !K + % is a homotopy equivalence, 
one can easily check that f *: r(c) -+ r(f *(c)) is a bijection. 
Suppose now that A is a closed subset of X, WE N(X, A) and 
[B] E ak( W). Let 5 b e an m-bundle over % with Y = X\A and 
suppose f has locally finite order. 
PROPOSITION 15. If there is r 2 N( W, A) such that 
(a) for V, , Vz E 9’- with V1 C V, , the inclusion V, n % C 
V, n % is a homotopy equivalence, 
(b) each V E N( W, A) contains a member of Y. 
Then for each V E F, 0(/3, 5, ,V) z 0(/3, 6). 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4 and our previous remarks on 
homotopy that if V, L V, , V, , V, E V, then (a) ensures that 
0(/3, 5, V,) --+ O(& e, VJ is a bijection and hence by (b), for any 
V E V, 0(/3, 5, V) E O(& f) on passing to the direct limit. 
Suppose now that m and n are integers 0 < m < n. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose X is a smooth manifold, A is a compact 
submanifold of X, and T is a closed tubular neighborhood of A in X 
with boundary 3T. If [/3] E GYm( T) and [T] E G@‘,(X\A), then 
In the preceding, if fl and 77 are trivial over i?T, then [aT, U(/3, T)] = 
[aT, U(Cm, V)], U(Cm, C”) is just the Stiefel manifold of m-frames 
in complex n-space, V,,(F) s U(n)/U(n - m), and the group 
acting in Corollary I is a subgroup of [aT, U(n) x U(m),]. 
For simplicity, let U(m, n) = U(Cm, C”). Let SY denote the 
suspension of Y obtained by collapsing the ends of the cylinder 
Y x [- 1, I] to points. Let C+Y C SY be the positive cone obtained 
from Y x I by collapsing Y x {I) to a point. 
COROLLARY 2. If X = SY and A = C+Y with X a cornput 
metric space, then gmn(X, A) s [Y, U(m, n)]. 
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Notice that for m = 71 Corollary 2 becomes a case of [14, 7(8.3)]. 
As a special case of Corollary 2, if X = St+l, the (Y + 1)-sphere 
and if A is any closed (I + I)-disc topologically embedded in Sr+l, 
then by results of Brown [2, 31, combined with Corollary 2, 
W,“(X, A) g r,.( U(m, n)), the rth homotopy group of the Stiefel 
manifold. In particular, gin(X, A) g 7~,(S~~-l). We have thus 
arrived at the problem of computing the homotopy groups of odd 
dimensional spheres. If X = Sr+l and A is any smoothly embedded 
disc, then by Corollary 1, the fact that X\A and A are contractible, 
and the fact that the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of A will 
be an r-sphere, we again obtain am”(X, A) z vr,J U(m, n)). In 
particular, if we take A to be a great circular arc joining the north 
and south poles of A, we can define an operation on gmn(X, A) so that 
is a group isomorphism. The operation can be realized geometrically 
as follows. Let D, and D- be the upper and lower hemispheres of 
Sr+l. (D, ; D, n A, D+\A) is homotopic to (D+i; P, D+‘\P) where 
P is a boundary point of the disc, D+l. We simply push in along 
the arc so that points off the arc do not run into the arc whereas 
points in the arc are pushed along inside the arc. As any second-order 
Hilbert bundle over (D ?+l, P) = (D’+l; P, D+‘\P) must be elemen- 
tary by Theorem 1, we see that if f is an (m, #)-bundle over (Sr+l, A), 
then 5 1 D, and 5 1 D- are elementary. Thus if we are given [,$,I 
and [t2] in am”(S r+l, A), then we can paste ..$, 1 D, and f2 1 D- 
together along the equator using an isomorphism e1 1 D- g e2 1 D, . 
One can check that the bijection amn(Sr+l, A) z r,.( U(m, n)) now 
preserves the operation on gmn(Sr+l, A) and hence 9mn(Sr+1, A) 
is a group under the operation. 
With S = (X; X,, , X1 ,..., X,), m = (m. ,..., m,) let &,,,(SY) be 
the set of isomorphism classes of m-bundles which are trivial over 
each X, , 0 < i < n. For 0 < K < n, set A, = UiGk X, . Suppose 
X = Sr+r and that each A, for 0 < R < n is an (Y + I)-disc with 
A,-, contained in the interior of A,. Assume the embedding 
A,-, C A, is locally flat ([3]). Let 
U(m) = w% , m,) x U(m, , m,) x **- x U(m,-, , m,). 
PROPOSITION 16. If r is even and Y -=c 2m, , then &D&F) gz rr( U(m)). 
Proof. Let m’ = (m, ,..., m,), 97 = (X\X, ; Xl ,..., X,). We see 
by Corollary 1 to Proposition 15 that @[@J(X,,)], [(]‘I) = r,.( U(m, , ml)) 
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for [fl G 8m@‘). H ence by induction it follows that 8,&Z) s 
%( U(m, , ml)) x --* x U(m,-, , m,)) = q.( U(m)). In fact at each 
stage the “denominator” vanishes because A, = X,, is a disc and 
?rr( U(m,)) = 0, i > 1. 
In a sense, Proposition 16 gives a measure of the failure of Proposi- 
tion 10 when m does not increase fast enough. 
The theory of [7] together with Theorems 1 and 2 gives classification 
theorems for simple C*-bundles [lo, Sect. 21 satisfying Fell’s condition 
and for separable continuous trace C*-algebras. We mention the 
following as a special case. Let %~*(.%) denote the set of isomorphism 
classes of simple C*-bundles over X satisfying Fell’s condition 
which are homogeneous of rank mi2 over each Xi, fibre dimension 
increasing with i, 1 < i < IZ, infinite-dimensional fibres over X, . 
PROPOSITION 17. If dim X < infj,i 2(mj - mi) and H3(X) = 0, 
then 
where the action of 9Yl(X) on each i@?,(X{) is (8, B) --+ (L’ ) Xi) @ 8, 
6’~ &&(X), ,f? E a,JX,). In particular, zf dim X < 2, then 
em* g [H”(X,) x .-* x W(X,)]/W(X) 
where H2(X) acts on each H2(Xi) by (z, xi) + (z 1 Xi) + z, in H*(XJ, 
z E H2(X) and xi E II*( 1 < i < 71. 
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